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Instructions: Please click to review “Call for Nominations” prior to submission. Complete all information 
requested on this form. Incomplete entries will not be presented to the selection committee. 

Note: Prior to completing this form, please consider whether this “Compliance Innovations” category is the 
appropriate category for your project, having considered the Licensure Program and Location categories 
first. 

CATEGORY  

Compliance Innovations: Institutional policy, tools, compliance teams, or novel 
compliance management practice 

Institutions must determine effective methods to create compliance management plans.  These methods are 
completed by teams of key stakeholders or individual staff members.  Please describe the innovative 
methods, practices, tools, or other inspired processes your institution has implemented to manage 
compliance. Also, describe how you obtained “buy-in” from administrators or leaders involved in or 
responsible for state authorization, SARA, or professional licensure compliance. Applicants should describe 
their process and address the following criteria: on the nomination form: 

 

• Development process: Describe the innovation and how you created it. Include the steps from idea 
inception through implementation and include information on who was involved at each phase. 

• Ease of understanding: Describe how the innovation was and is communicated to and received by your 
institution. 

• Ease of use: Describe how another institution may adapt your innovation to their institution. 

• Administrative details: Please provide any other details germane to your innovation (for example:  
amount of time it took for the entire process, how the budget was affected, what department funded the 
innovation, costs, who is responsible for keeping the innovation current, etc.). 

 
 

Contact Information  

Provide information for the person submitting the nomination. This is also the person who will be notified of 
the nomination outcome. 

First Name  

Last Name  

Phone  

Email  
 

About the nominated institution 

Institution Name  

Brief description of 
the institution  

https://wcetsan.wiche.edu/sites/default/files/files/2022-05/SANsational%202022%20Call%20for%20Nominations_2.pdf
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About the Project 

Title of Project  

Description of 
Project  

 

 

Development process 

Describe how you created this innovation. Include the steps from idea inception through implementation and 
who was involved at each phase (be specific: make certain to include information on both internal and external 
stakeholders). 

 
 

Ease of understanding 

Describe how the innovation was communicated to and received by your institution (for example: were there 
email/written communications, departmental meetings, etc.).  

 
 Use 

Ease of use 

Describe how another institution may adapt your innovation to their institution. 

 
 

Administrative details 

Please provide any other details germane to your innovation (for example:  amount of time it took for the 
entire process, how the budget was affected, what department funded the innovation, etc.. 

 
 

Supporting documentation 

In the fields below, please insert applicable hyperlink(s) to supporting webpages, screenshots, or other 
supporting documents specific to the project nomination. 

Hyperlink A  

Hyperlink B  

Hyperlink C  

Hyperlink D  

☐ (check) I do not wish to submit any supplemental material. 

 


